
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

‘MONEY OR THE BOX’ Promotion 

COMPETITION RULES: 

1. By entering the competition entrants agree to abide by the rules and conditions of the 

competition.  

2. This competition is open to legal residents of the Republic of South Africa, who are 

customers and punting in the Republic of South Africa and who are 18 years or older, 

except the employees, directors, members, partners, agents or consultants of 

Phumelela Gaming and Leisure Ltd, and their respective advertising and promotional 

agencies, media and PR agencies, as well as the immediate family members, 

consultants, directors and associates of such organizations and persons, including its 

holding company. 

3. The competition will be held from 29 October – 17 November 2019 in all TAB stores and 

online at tabonline.co.za.  

4. Self- excluded individuals are excluded from the competition. 

5. Overview: 

1 winner each day of the campaign (20 days, 20 winners) will be given the option to 

pick the offered cash prize, or to choose a box with a prize in it. Cash prizes range from 

R1,000 to R6,000 and prizes in the boxes range from R1,000 to R10,000 in the form of 

appliances and electronics. 

The winner will not know exactly what prize is in the box and can opt for taking the cash 

prize offer. 

Any bet of any amount qualifies the customer as a valid entry. Entrants to enter by 

SMS. A winner will be drawn using a random selection system. A time will be organized 

with the winner where we will connect them to our studio, and they will select their 

chosen prize while on the phone. This will be broadcast on our Tellytrack channel. If 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

the winner has a TAB online account and has taken a bet in the last 48hrs of being 

selected a winner, they will receive an additional R500 betting voucher 

6. How to enter: 

6.1  To stand a chance to win you must: 

6.1.1 Take any bet for any amount over the duration of the promotion at a TAB 

store or online at tabonline.co.za 

6.1.2 Entrants need to SMS their name, ID number and bet ticket number to 

081 816 4549.  

6.1.3 All entries will be combined, and winners selected at random by a 

computer automated system every day of the campaign. 20 Days, 20 

winners 

6.1.4 Winners will be notified telephonically 

 

7. Should a person who is either under 18 years of age or not a legal resident of the Republic 

of South Africa win, they will be disqualified from winning and forfeit the voucher allocated 

to them. 

8. Entrants need to be in possession of a valid SA ID, or passport. Betting voucher will be 

deposited into their TAB Online account. 

9. The Promoters will make all reasonable attempts to contact the winner or winners but if 

any winner cannot be contacted to collect their prize before the next respective draw, then 

the Promoters reserve the right to draw a new winner. It is the entrants’ responsibility to 

provide the correct contact details. 

10. The Promoters reserve the right to cancel the competition for any reason whatsoever.  

11. In the event the winner is unable to accept the prize for any reason whatsoever, the winner 

shall forfeit the prize. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
12. The prize cannot be exchanged for its cash value or transferred. The prize excludes any 

other expenses incurred by the entrant when participating in this competition.  

13. Delivery of prize can take up to 30 days from end date of promotion. 

14. Further, the winner of the prize indemnifies the Promoters against any claim brought 

against it or any of their affiliates in the event of any personal injury or loss suffered as a 

result of participating in the competition.  

15. The judge’s decision is final, and no correspondence will be entered into. 

16. By entering the competition entrants authorise the Promoters, to collect, store and use 

(not share) their personal information for communication or statistical purposes. The 

Promoters may choose to publish the names and photographs of the winners of the 

competition. Entrants are entitled to decline any marketing communication.  

17. The Promoters may require the winner(s) or participants to take part in publicity campaigns 

for broadcast or publishing purposes. Winner(s) or participants who take part in any 

publicity will not be entitled to any payment or other remuneration for such publicity or 

otherwise. All publicity and other materials will be the sole property of the Promoters. 

18. All media and information regarding participation in this competition must be read subject 

to these rules.  

 


